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GO" Ll522

I N T.R 0 Due T 'ION

Many families and isolated householders have been in
the past and will continue in the future to be dependent on
roof catchment for water supply. Despite the expansion of
piped water systems, there will be residence sites to which
pipes cannot economically be extended. Even such large
units as the Volcano House and the dwellings of the Hawaii
National Park on the island of Hawaii are dependent on
group rainfall catchment and storage for their water suppl~.

The requirements of a given situation depend on the
average rainfall, the variation of rainfall, the size of
the family, and the usage per person in the family, the
latter dependent on personal and family cuStOES. The re- .
quirements have to be met by the reciprocal factors of
storage amounts and catchment area. The ways in which
these are employed are set forth in the following sections.
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RAINFALL

The quantity of rainfall to be expected depends on the
specific region. There are places in Hawaii where the rain
fall per year is more than 400 inches and other places where
the annual amount is as low as 10 inches. These two figures
correspond, on a roof of 1000 square feet, to annual catch
ment of 260,000 and 6,500 ga1.lons, respectively.

The rainfall at a given place can be estimated from its
elevation, exposure, and from neighboring raingage records,
but' none of these can'be closely relied on because the var
iation in Hawaii is so great.·VariatJions of many inches
per year are found within distances ·of·one or, two hundred
yards. The really reliable procedure, when one is'planning
a ~ountry or mountain· home, is to establish at the outset a
simpleraingage at the site with capacity enough for read~

ing at such intervals as are practicable.' By reading': even: .
for'a year 'and comparing with the nearest ga.ge that has been
read for 10 years or so, to see whether the year has been
normal, 'high, or low, 'it is possible to make a relatively
good forecast as to the· catchment' on a given roof.· Any'
householder who is dependent on roof catchment should main
tain a raingage just as prudently as he keeps his:check
book or his bank balance.

. . If rainfall were reliable, day after day, in the aver
age amount, only enough catchment would be needed to supply
the required daily family amount and only enough storage to
supply the peak loads through the day. However, we know
that in very few places does it rain predictably every day.
Even the total for a year may be as much as twice normal or
as little as half normal at a given place. For shorter
periods, a month may get as much as 5 times normal or as
little as one~tenth average rainfall at a given place.
Often there is no rain at all for several or many days.
For example, one of the most variable stations known is
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Kapapala, on the island of Hawaii, where no rain has been
recorded for as long as two months, but where, on the other
hand, there have been single months of rainfall equal to
2/3rds the average annual total.

At a station where rainfall is copious and not too var
iable, with a moderate amount of storage, the catchment may
be designed to use, perhaps, 50 per cent of the average
rainfall. But with an extremely variable distribution of
rain the deficiencies may be so long and the rainfall so
intense that catchment areas and storage must be made large,
and yet the station cannot hope to utilize more than 20 per
cent of the average rainfall.

The most reliable way of estimating the probable length
and intensity of deficiencies is to examine a comparatively
long period of record, preferably 30 to 60 years, of a near
by and similarly situated station to find actual amounts and
durations of deficiency. There may be a relationship be
tween the monthly variations for a shorter period and a
longer period but records in Hawaii are not of such volume
that such relationship has been worked out. We can only
assume that if, in a period of say 30 years, the rainfall
was once for a 4-month period as low as 15 per cent of nor
mal or average, the same thing might be expected to happen
again sometime in the next 30 years. It might happen twice
in the next 30 years, or not at all, but the prospective
incidence is once. .

In general, variations are greater in the stations of
low rainfall, but there are other factors, possibly not
fully known. The writer has analyzed the records of· two
stations I Kapapala on Hawaii, and Lower Luakaha in Nuuanu
Valley, OahU, as extreme types. The deficiency-duration
ranges for the two stations are shown in the graph of
Figure 1. Each limiting line is based on the determined
points shown for a period of over 60 years. The area to
the upper right of each oblique line, represents for the
station in question, rainfall deficiency amounts and dura
tions which have and do occur. Here all the instances
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recorded plotted, this area would be filled with dots which
would thin and finally disappear at the appropriate oblique
line. The greatest deficiencies and durations are the dqts
shown which determine the position of the oblique line. To
the lower left side of the oblique line are combinations of
deficiency and duration which have not occurred and probably
should not be expected in a period of 60 years.

For example, for the station Lower Luakaha, a deficiency
of 60 per cent has never occurred for.12 months, but one for
50 per cent-for 8 months has occurred. On the other hand, at
Kapapala deficiencies of 70 per cent have been recorded for
twelve months and all shorter periods. By using this chart
6f actual experience and· estimating whether your climate is
most like one or the other, you can make the bestpossibl~

evaluation of prospects for a long period of time. If your
climate lS like Lower Luakaha with upward of 100 inches
fairly well distributed through the year, you will needle.ss
storage and less catchment area or both, than if your climate
is_like Kapapala with much lower rainfa~l and less well dis
tributed, both in the year and year to year.

Individual and f~~ily patterns of water usage differ
_ greatly. If water is carried from a spring in a bucket, water

usage is not likely to exceed 5. gallons per person per· day.
If ",ater comes freely through a pipe, is inexpensive, the cli
mate is warm, the family has flush toilets, showers and auto
matic washing machines, etc., usage per person per day may
rise above 150 gallons. Usage from a tank without a pressure
system will be considerably less, especially if a definite
effort can be IT~de to avoid wastage or careless use. The
problems of adequate catchment, transporation, storage and
other factors may combine to set a restriction, even where
facilities are'numerous. Nany compact families, particularly
of elderly retired people, probably get on nicely with as
little as 30 gallons per day per person. If the family has
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children; a routine of school or work, has many appliances,.
and ope~ates ~pressure water system, then the daily usage
rises t~ward the higher values mentioned.

S TOR AGE'

. Storage is for the purpose of meeting daily or weekly
peak loads in.usage,and for meeting short or long deficien
cies of rainfall. Obviously no family can for long exceed
the average catchment of rainfall. With variation of 'daily "
rainfall from the,average, it is rare for any fam1ly to use
as much as one half of the a.verag~ rain that falls. To do !~.,

so would require yery 'large storage and catchment adjusted
to ,the, storage and the family usag~. . For the rainier and
medium. parts'of Hawaii, a storage equivalent't'o IOOor 125
days of average usage is ad'equate. ' But in a region like
Kapapala ,either catchment or storage II).ust be 'very great in

. order to span thev,ery great and protracted deficiencieSi'
Hhen we give examples (below) t,he relationship between var-:,
ious factors will be more apparent.

Persons not living all the time at a station, and pre
pared to move out in case of long droughts, can take greater'
chances thana family having the one homl;l and livelihood and
'obliged to carryon at school or· work, whatever the weather~'

The capacities of tanks in gallons in termaof diameter and'
height can be deternuned from' Figure 2. "

CA'T C H MEN T,

Mariy'faIDilies'catch rainfall for water supply only from
the roof of the'family dwelling. A rather modest dwelling
would have a 'roof area' of 1000 square feet. This is needed
for the home and 'no' one can say how much' of the cost of the
roof should be charged 'to, water supply. 'However, for many
homes, this house roof is the only one properly situated to
furnish water to the drinkirig water tank. Such a roof, of
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1000 square feet area, catches 625 gallons of water per inch
of rain, or about 90 gallons for the average daily rainfall
in a 50 inch annual zone. Only that portion which can be
used immediately or retained in a partly full ta~~ is of use

. to the family. Since the object of the tank is to stay full

. most of the time against unforetold drought, a large part of
the water falling on the roof must be lost. Where the rain
fall is low and subject to long periods of deficiency it is
necessary to increase both catchment and storage to meet the
requirements of the family and household uses.

No attempt is made in this paper to discuss commercial
irrigation; that is a subject to be dealt with by agricul
turalists insofar as high value crops or salvage efforts in
extreme situations justify it. The amount of catchment is
mainly determined by other considerations that govern the
size of the house, amount of overhang of eaves, and the
extent to which the roofs of garages, sheds, and other build
ings are connected with the system. Where there is a pres~

sure system for the house service, the main tank storage can
be low on the ground, thereby using all roofs. However, in
remote cabins where electricity is not available, pressure
systems are not so easy to install and the water may have to
be supplied from a high tank, of which the useful capacity
is the volume between the house eaves and the kitchen tap,
usually not more than 5 feet in vertical distance. 11any
such houses have the flush toilet and the bathing facilities
in a basement or under the tank.

In any domestic system some daily storage is needed to
meet the peak load, to do a wash, or to aid in putting out a
small fire. Protection for a large fire is hardly afforded
by a small house tank in any case. Storage for daily peak
loads should be at least 500 gallons, even for a small family.
How much more storage for meeting seasonal deficiencies of
medium or long duration can be discerned by looking over the
following examples and then by making your own calculations.
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1

Examples

2

'A family of two,'tot,al usage
60 gallons daily, lives in'
house with 1,000 square foot

"roof, in a, rainfall distri9t
of 100 inches annUally.
'Catchment ill average'rain-:
fall is 175 'gallons daily.
Risk of long term shortage
is so small that a peak
load tank of 500 or 1,000
gallons should suffice~

,3

A family of four with total
usage of 200 gallons daily
'lives in a house of '1,000 "
square feet of roof,in,a
100 inch'rainfall district.
Catohmentis'175'gallons,
daily. ' •Such a family ·wi» .
have to curtail usage or.' ,
build more oatchment. A
full tank of 5,000 gallons
would carry them ,through

, , one season but .in the long
run they. are using more
~han the average catch.

4

A family of six with total ,'i family of eight with 'total
usage of 200 gallons Jives usage of a mocier~te 250 gal-
in a houseo! 1$00 s'quare , , Ions per day lives in a house
feet roof area, :in a rain-' ", 6f 2500 square feet roof .
fall district of. 80 in9hes catchment, in a rainfall belt
annually. , CatChn:le!;lif is of 60 inches a ,year.' Catch-
about 240 gallQns., In nor-' "ment at average rainfall is
mal or wet weather ~uch a, about 340 gall~ns ,a day. In
family will manage,.' But for normal times the catch will
such a distriot, probably, 'be adequate, ,but dry weather
midway between Lower. Luakaha, deficiencies could require
and lfapapalaj' dry w~ath~r . tankage up :to ~O,OOO .'gal-
is likely to bring a drain lonsto a,pproa6h safety for
on storage \-1hich might reach long periods. '"" .:
80 gallons a day for over'a
year. An impractically
large tank would be required.

, ,-9-



5

A family of four uses a total
of 150 gallons per day, has
a roof catchment of 1,800
square feet. The rainfall
is 80 inches per year, catch
ment 240 gallons. For dry
weather over long periods,
tank storage of 10,000 to
15,000 gallons is recom
mended.

6

A family of three uses a total
of 120 gallons daily, has a
roof catchment of 1,500 square
feet. The rainfall is 70
inches and the average catch
ment about 185 "gallons daily.
In dry weather, deficiencies
might require a tank of 12,000
gallons for prudence.

It should be noted that the individual usage given in
the above examples is from 30 to 50 gallons. People depend
ent on roof catchment for the most part use much less water
than city dwellers. If your plans include automatic washers,
or any other device or habit calling for free water use,
increase your catchment or storage capacity accordingly.
These examples give an idea of the situation of different
families in different places. To estimate your own situa
tion you need first to 1anow the rainfall at your proposed
house. Knowing the roof area and rainfall, reference to
Figure 3 will give you the daily catchment to be expected
at average rainfall. Your daily usage will have to be well
below this amount if you expect to dwell there continuously.
For the rainfall and type of climate take points somewhere
between the two diagonal lines of Figure 1, determine how

. many gallons a day, for how many days, would have to come
from a tank. In this way you can determine how large a tank
would be"~equired. According to your investment and the
urgency of continuous occupancy, you can figure how much
chance you'should take and whether you can risk a smaller
tank. ~lliatever you do, get the data, consider the needs
and capabilities of your family, and make it a calculated
risk.
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SUMMARY

Perhaps to genera12ze we might say that in an 80 inch
rainfall area, and on an assumption of 40 gallon per capita
usage, each individual should have a minimum of 400 square
feet of catchment area and preferably 500 or 600. In a 40
inch rainfall the same individual needs 800 to 1,500 square
fRet of cRtchment area for the same assurance.

Given an adequate catchment area, the individual in
80 inch rainfall needs 3,000 to 4,000 gallons storage. In
40 inch rainfall, in addition to adequate catchment, each
person needs 5,000 to 6,000 gallons storage.

Insofar as the catchment area is smaller than that
recommended the storage should be larger. It will be rec
ognized that whatever the situation, when the family in dry
weather gets down to half tank storage it will thenceforth
be more conservative in use of water, and less inclined to
draw on the tanks for incidental uses, such as washing
cars, watering flowers, and the like. How successful the
family will be in conservation depends on degree of control
and person by person recognition of the need for saving
water, until the rains come.
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